University Services Building (UNSV) Second Floor

Building Text Description

Building Location:
The University Services Building (UNSV) is located on campus, accessible via Wicker Ave. taking a campus road in toward the 169th Street Parking lot. UNSV is located just west of Wicker Ave., and northeast of the University Police Station.

Entrances:
There are four (4) entrances into UNSV; all of them are on the ground floor. The second floor is accessed by the central stairway.

Elevators:
There are no elevators in UNSV.

Stairs:
There is one stairway in UNSV that reaches the second floor; the Central Stairway is connected to room 201, and leads to the ground floor.

Restrooms:
There are no restrooms on the second floor of UNSV.

Building layout (hallways & open areas):
There is one open area in the second floor of UNSV.

The Balcony is an open area that stretches north to south from the central stairway to rooms 201 and 202.

Room Locations:
Rooms 201 and 202 are located off of the balcony. Room 202 has a pair of double doors which open out toward the balcony.